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Sociological Novels Reviewed in Sociology and Social Research, 1925-1958 1
Michael R. Hill
THE BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD reveals the novel as a distinctive and frequently usedformat for sociological inquiry and exposition.2  From 1925 to 1958, the pages ofSociology and Social Research identified and reviewed 140 examples of sociological
novels.3  A bibliography of these novels is provided here, annotated with citations for the
reviews in Sociology and Social Research.  This “library” of sociological novels is a useful
resource for research on American culture, student projects, and (not unimportantly)
recreational reading that combines business with pleasure. 
Under the editorship of Emory S. Bogardus, Sociology and Social Research
routinely opened its pages to reviews of  alternative forms of sociological expression.
Instructively, Bogardus merged his interest in quantitative social measurement with a
commitment to literature as a form of sociological exploration.  In particular, he explored
“social distances” in a variety of literary works, including novels.4
1949; and “Social Distance in Poetry,” Sociology and Social Research 36(1): 40-47, 1951.
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Several of the works cited in the bibliography below have become classics and are
readily available.  The bibliography also notes many lesser known works still available in
used book stores across the country.  Virtually all of the listed titles can be obtained through
interlibrary loan.  It is hoped you will find this bibliography a useful resource — one to
which you will add your own updates.
LIST OF NOVELS REVIEWED IN SOCIOLOGY AND SOCIAL RESEARCH
Note:  The volume and page number location of each review as it appears in  Sociology and
Social Research follows in square brackets after each entry.
Allen, Adam.  1943.  Dollar a Share.  New York:  Random House.  [S&SR 27: 498].
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Morrison, Ray.  1949.  Angels Camp.  New York:  W.W. Norton. [S&SR 34: 317].
O’Connor, Edwin.  1956.  The Last Hurrah.  Boston:  Little, Brown.  [S&SR 40: 452].
O’Donnell, E.P.  1936.  Green Margins.  Boston:  Houghton Mifflin.  [S&SR 21: 397].
O’Hara, John.  1951.  The Farmers Hotel.  New York:  Random House.  [S&SR 36: 276].
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